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Theorems are proved which completely characterize in an explicit manner

the class of immittance matrices realizable with lossless reciprocal elements

and a tunnel diode represented by the three-parameter "LC,—R" model.

Techniques are presented for the synthesis of any immittance matrix within

this class.

Considered first, from a scattering matrix viewpoint, are the so-called

degenerate cases in which the immittance matrices of the lossless network

do not exist. Throughout the remainder of the discussion it is assumed that

the lossless network possesses an immittance matrix. Necessary and suf-

ficient conditions, involving in a complicated manner the existence of a

certain strict Hurwitz polynomial, are derived for realization with a wide

class of terminations. A study of the existence of this polynomial for the

particular terminations of interest leads to explicit realizability conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The small signal "C, —R" model of the tunnel diode (Fig. 1) provides

a fairly good representation over a wide range of frequencies, and is

much simpler to use in a general study of network properties than the

"LC,—R" model (Fig. 2) which includes, in addition, the series in-

ductor. The simpler model has been used extensively by network theo-

rists.
1 - 10

The primary purpose of this paper is to define in an explicit manner

the class of n X n open-circuit impedance and short-circuit admittance

matrices that are realizable with lossless reciprocal elements and a

tunnel diode characterized by the "LC, — R" model. The results con-

stitute an extension of the theory presented in Ref .
10* for the "C ,

—

R" model. The main interest in this problem to date relates to the

* Although the present paper is self-contained, some familiarity with the earlier

work would be of assistance to the reader.
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-R

Fig. 1 — "C, —R" model of the tunnel diode.

special case n = 2. From a practical viewpoint our results anticipate

the development of approximation techniques that lead to the specifica-

tion of lossless-network tunnel-diode substructures which are to operate

between prescribed sources and loads. Indeed an objective of this paper

is to encourage research in this direction by presenting a complete solu-

tion to the realization problem.

The basic structure under consideration is shown in Fig. 3 in which

the (n + 1 )-port network is assumed to be a lossless reciprocal configura-

tion containing inductors, capacitors, and ideal transformers. While we
shall be particularly concerned with the case in which port (n + 1) is

terminated with the "LC, — R" model of the tunnel diode, many of

the arguments to be presented are applicable to a much wider class of

terminations. The overall network is assumed to possess either a short-

circuit admittance matrix Y(s) or an open-circuit impedance matrix

Z(s) relating currents and voltages at the ports (1,2, • • •
, n).

The readability study is initiated in the following section where we
discuss the cases in which the immittance matrices of the lossless net-

work fail to exist. Throughout the remainder of the paper we consider

the realizability of Z(s) and assume that the (n . + l)-port lossless

network possesses an open-circuit impedance matrix Z(s). This involves

no loss of generality, of course, since results for the short-circuit admit-

tance matrix Y(s) are identical with those for the open-circuit impedance

matrix with the termination replaced with its reciprocal. In Section III

necessary and sufficient conditions are presented, in terms of an unknown
strict Hurwitz polynomial, for the realization of Z{s) with a wide class

of terminations. The following sections utilize these results to obtain

explicit realizability conditions for the particular termination of interest.

'W*-
Hf-

-R

Fig. 2 — "LC, -R" model of the tunnel diode.
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Fig. 3 — Most general structure defining Z(s) and Y(s).

In an interesting recent paper,
11
Schoeffler considers a problem similar

to that discussed in Section III for the special case n = 1 under an

assumption equivalent to supposing that the unknown polynomial is

unity. In order to obtain explicit conditions, he further assumes that

both Z(s) and the termination are regular at infinity and that Z(s) has

no singularities on the entire j'u-axis. Of course, for our purposes, these

assumptions cannot be made. Indeed, for the particular problem con-

sidered here, the most interesting realizability conditions arise from a

possible pole at infinity of the termination and from the influence of

the unknown strict Hurwitz polynomial.

II. REALIZABILITY CONDITIONS WHEN THE IMMITTANCE MATRIX OF THE

LOSSLESS NETWORK DOES NOT EXIST

The (n + l)-port lossless network in Fig. 3 invariably possesses a

symmetric regular para-unitary scattering matrix which we shall denote

by S(s). However, the corresponding short-circuit admittance matrix

Y(s) exists if and only if* det[ln+ i + S(s)] does not vanish identically

in s. Similarly Z(s) exists if and only if det[l„+ i
— S(s)] does not vanish

identically in s. In this section the following theorem is proved which

completely characterizes Y or Z in the event that Y or Z fails to exist.

Theorem 1: IfY [Z] in Fig. 3 exists with port (n + 1) terminated with an

admittance y [impedance z] but Y [Z] does not exist, Y = yC + Y' [Z =

* The identity matrix of order (n + 1) is denoted by l„+i .
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zC + Z'] where C is a nonnegative definite symmetric real matrix of con-

stants of rank not exceeding unity and Y' [Z'] is the short-circuit admit-

tance matrix [open-circuit impedance matrix] of a lossless reciprocal net-

work.

The proof is based on the following lemma which is adapted from a

result of Youla et al.

Lemma 1: Let §(s) be a regular symmetric para-unitary scattering matrix

of order (n -f- 1) such that the normal ranks of [ln+i + S(s)] and [ln+i
—

S(s)] are r and r' respectively. Then there exist two orthogonal constant

matrices T and T" such that*

T' §(«) T =

T" §(s) T' =

— ln+l-r

ln+l-r'

(1)

(2)

where Sr and § r - are symmetric regular para-unitary scattering matrices

of orders r and r' respectively. Moreover det[lr + Sr] and det[lr> — Sr -]

do not vanish identically in s.

Suppose now that Y(s) in Fig. 3 exists but that Y does not exist.

Then the normal rank of [ln+i + S(s)] is r < (n -f 1). Equation (1)

can be interpreted as a realization of S(s) in terms of a (2n + 2) -port

ideal transformer network, n + 1 — r short-circuits, and a reactance

r-port possessing a short-circuit admittance matrix Yr = [l r + S r]

_I
[l r
—

S r], as shown in Fig. 4.

Since E6 = T'E„ , where E6
' = [ebi , eb2 ,

• • •
, e6(„+i)] and Ea

' =

[e„i , e„2 , •
, Co(n+i)], the number of independent linear relations among

the components of Ea is equal to the number of zero components of

Eft . However, since Y exists but Y does not exist, this number is equal

to unity (r = n), and the resulting single linear constraint is

n + l

2 file"i = 0,
j= i

("+i)i 5^0 (3)

in which the tji are the elements in the first column of T. As a conse-

quence, it is a simple matter to show that we may construct an (n +
1 ) X n matrix of real constants A such that

E6 = AEa

(4)

* The superscript I denotes matrix transposition.
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where

Eft' = [ea (n+l) , Cb2 , Cb2 , • • •
, Cft(n+ 1)]

Ift' — [««(n+l) > *M , «63 , • • •
, *6(n+l)]

E„' = [e„i , eas ,
• * •

, ean ]

But

1 =
y

which, together with (4), yields

L = a'
Y r

Thus,

Y = A'
\v o"

_0 Yr-

A = ]

= Cy + Y'

Eft

AE„.

(5)

(0)

(7)
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where B' is the n-vector of elements in the first column of A' and D is

the matrix of elements in the last n rows and columns of A.

A very similar argument suffices to establish the result for the case

in which Z fails to exist.

III. REALIZABILITY OF Z(s) WHEN Z EXISTS

Throughout the remainder of the paper we consider specifically the

realizability of Z(s) under the assumption that Z(s) exists. As men-
tioned earlier, this is equivalent to assuming that Y exists and that the

termination is replaced with its reciprocal in order to study the prop-

erties of Y(s).

We shall suppose that the impedance terminating port (n + 1) is the

positive-real function z(s) = ab~
l

, where a and 6 are Hurwitz poly-

nomials. Of course the impedance of the LC ,
— R model is not a posi-

tive-real function. However, it is convenient to replace the negative

resistor with a positive one of equal magnitude so that we may state

that Z(s) is a positive-real matrix, with the understanding that Z(s) =
—Z(— s) where Z(s) is the impedance matrix of the w-port with the

resistor negative.
13
Further, it is sufficient to assume that the LC , + R

termination comprises an inductor of value a Henries in series with a

parallel combination of a unit resistor and unit capacitor, for any other

values can be accommodated by impedance and frequency scaling. Thus,

we shall be particularly interested in the results for z(s) = (as
2 +

as -f- 1) (s + 1)~\ (a ^ 0). However in this section we shall merely

require that*

aeb e - a b , *

Ze =
b* - b> '

(8)

the even part of z, have no zeros on the finite ju-axis and that b(s) is a

strict Hurwitz polynomial.

It is well known that

Z = Zn - Z12Z12
' =-!— (9)

where the submatrices in (9) are defined by the following partition of

n 1

Z(s) =
'U Z12

r t z22

n
(10)

1

* Throughout the paper we shall denote by the subscripts o and e respectively
the odd and even parts of polynomials or matrices. Thus, for example. A, =
|[A(s) + A(-a)l, A = i[A(a) - A(-s)].
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The arguments to be presented center about a study of Ze , the even

part of the matrix Z. This matrix is given by

Z e
= -Ms) + z(-s)]Z12Z12

' l
(11)

[Z22 + ZJIZ 22(. — S) + Z( — S)\

It is convenient to introduce the notation Z22 = d~ n^ , Z12 = d N12

where d is an even polynomial, n® is an odd polynomial and NJ2 is an

ri-vector of odd polynomials, with the understanding that d, n22 , and

every clement of Ni2 may have a common simple zero at the origin.*

In this way it is unnecessary to treat separately the cases in which d is

even or d is odd.

Accordingly,

Z„ = -(acb c - aA,)N12NI2

'

1
(12)

[bn22 + ad][b(—s)n22(—s) + a(—s)d(—s)]'

Note that the assumptions regarding z, n22 , and d require that the poly-

nomial [b?i22 + ad] be strictly Hurwitz except possibly for a simple

zero at the origin. Also, as one would expect,
11
the zeros of [6n22 + ad]

cannot coincide with any of those of (aebe — a b ). This follows from

the fact that the existence of a nontrivial solution for a and b satisfying

bn22 + ad = and (ajbf — a„b„) = %[ab(— s) + ba(— s)] = at some

point s = Si requires that Si satisfy b(— s 1 )w22(— s x ) + o(— Si)rf( —

Sl ) = 0, which contradicts the fact that the zeros of 6n22 + ad are re-

stricted to a half-plane.

It is convenient to state the following

Definition: The matrix Z c is said to be in standard form if and only if

Z„ = -(aj) - o UUU' ^4 xv{s)v(— s)

where v(s) is a positive coefficient polynomial which is strictly Hurwitz

except possibly for a simple zero at the origin and U' = [ui , U2 , • •
, u„]

is a row matrix of odd real polynomials with the property that there is no

factor vi^vi— s ) common to all the w,- such that t]

2
(s) divides v(s) where

t?(s) is a strict Hurwitz polynomial. Further, v(s) and (aebe — a b ) are

relatively prime.

In Section 3.1 the following result is proved.

f

Theorem 2: Denote by z(s) the two-terminal positive-real impedance z(s) =

ab~\ with b a strict Hurwitz polynomial and z e having no zeros on the

* With this exception, 7222 and d are assumed to be relatively prime,

t We shall use the notation lim [•] = [•]«. throughout.
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finite jco-axis. Then the rational positive-real open-circuit impedance matrix

Z(s) is realizable as shown in Fig. 3, with the understanding that the lossless

reciprocal network possesses an open-circuit impedance matrix Z(s), if

and only if Z e can be expressed in standard form and there exists a strict

Hurwitz polynomial -r\ (s) defining

X = ±Ur}(s)ri(— s), w = vr)
2
(s)

such that

(i) (wea — w ae ) (w b — webe )

l
is a reactance function, the de-

generate case in which (w b — w ebe ) = not permitted.

b a — be

(ii)

(Hi)

X
wca — w,

- Z

] exists, and

-. - -—- is nonnegative definite when the
(a we — acw )jm-*U-L*'*(.

reactance function in (i) has a pole at infinity.

Further, any Z(s) satisfying these conditions can be realized as shown in

Fig. 3 with Z(s) given by

b(a b — a Bbe ) v (a b — acbc )

Z(s) =
Z + XX

X'

(bow — bcwe )w {b Wo — bcwe )

(a b — aeb„) (a we — aew )

(b w — bcwc ) (b w — bcwe ) J

3.1 Proof of Theorem 2

It is evident that a prescribed Ze can be expressed in standard form

if Z is realizable.* Suppose that Z and Zc in standard form are given

and consider the problem of determining d, w22 , NJ2 , and Zn In partic-

ular, let us consider identifying d, n-a , and Ni2 by equating the standard

form expression for Zc with the right-hand side of (12). A common
factor may have been cancelled in the expression for Z„ and hence an

unknown factor must be reinserted before we can proceed. However, the

unknown factor must be of the form/
2
(s) = g(s)g(—s) where g(s) is a

strict Hurwitz polynomial. Therefore /(s) = v(s)v(— s) where r;(s) is a

strict Hurwitz polynomial. It follows that the most general expression

for Z e of the form

:

Z„ = -{aeb e - a b )XK
t 1

w(s)w(— s)
(13)

The problem of factoring Z e into this form is discussed elsewhere. 10
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in which

1. w(s) is a positive coefficient polynomial which is strictly Ilurwitz

except possibly for a simple zero at the origin, and

2. X' is a row matrix of real odd polynomials

is expressible in terms of the standard form expression with

X = ±\Jv(s)v(s) (14)

W = Vrj
2
(s) (15)

where -n(s) is an arbitrary real strict Hurwitz polynomial.

Thus if Z is realizable, X = Ni2 and w = bw>2 + ad for some X and w
generated by (14) and (15) with n22 and d respectively odd and even

polynomials that are relatively prime, except possibly for a common

simple zero at the origin, such that 7i2id~
l

is a reactance function. Equat-

ing the even and odd parts of w and 6n22 + ad yields

:

d = (b wo —b eWe) (bo(i —b eae
)~ l

(16)

n-a = (a w e —a ew ) (b ao —beae ) . (17)

Suppose now that n^T1

is a reactance function. Then the two func-

tions :

n22 . w(a b — a eb„) no ,

d b(b w — bcWe)

and

d_ , -i = w{o b - a,be) ,^,
/7 22

' a(a we — aew )

are required to be positive-real. Since the even polynomial (a b„ —a cbc )

is either a constant or has zeros in the right-half plane, it is evident from

(18) and (19) that (16) and (17) are polynomials. Furthermore in

view of the positive-real property of (18) and (19) and the fact (16)

and (17) are respectively even and odd polynomials, it follows that the

zeros of (16) and (17) are restricted to the jw-axis and that these zeros

are simple, except possibly for a double zero of d at the origin which

can occur when v and hence w has a simple zero at the origin. With this

single permissible exception, it is also the case that (16) and (17) are

relatively prime, for the condition that there exists a nontrivial solution

for wc and wa in

b w —b ew e =

— a ew + a we =
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is (a b —a eb e ) = 0, which, by assumption, is not satisfied for pure

imaginary values of s. Thus, if n&cT is a reactance function,

w = bn-zt + ad with n& = n^ and d = d where, as required, n22 and d

are relatively prime polynomials except possibly for a common simple

zero at the origin.

Next consider the determination of the submatrices Zi2 and Z« . For

(/ = d given by (16),

(b a — b„a e )

Z12 = Xd = X
(boW — hive)

'

Using (9), z(s) = ab , d = d, n-a. = n-m , and (20), we find

Zn = Z + XX'
b(aob — a„b„

(20)

(21)
(b w — bewe )w

'

By substituting Z = Z„ + Ze in (21) with Ze given by (13), it is easy

to show that (21) is a matrix of odd functions, as it should be. Further-

more, since (baw —bcwr ) = d(a b —acbe ), it is evident from (21) that

Zn is regular in the entire finite strict left-half plane and consequently

has finite poles only on the j'w-axis.

Consider now the realizability of

z(*) =

Z + XX'

X'

b{a b„ — aJ)B )

(b„w — bcwe)w

(a bo — a„be)

(b„w — brw,)

We require the following lemma. 1"

. (aob — a ebr )

(b w — b,wr )

{a„w„ — a n w„)

(bow — bcwr ) J

122)

Lemma 2: The symmetric matrix of real constants

An Ai2

A =
A,,

1

A,
An >

partitioned as in (10) is nonnegative definite if and only if An —

AioAn'^
-1

is nonnegative definite.

Let £, denote the residue matrix at a pole of Z(s) which arises from

a zero of (b w —b ewe ) at say s = jut , and let the residue matrix of Z at

that pole be K, . Then,*

* When w = su = s[u t + u„], where u is a strict Hurwitz polynomial, it is neces-

sary to replace w e , w and X respectively with u„ , n t and the n-vector of even
])olynomials s~'X before this argument is applied to verify the nonnegative defi-

niteness of the matrix of residues associated with the pole at the origin.
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(23)

where q is the derivative of (b„wu —b,we ) with respect to s. Since

(q)~
l

(a„we — a ew„) evaluated at s = ,/co, is positive, £» is nonnegative

definite if and only if

K, 4- XX
, b(a b — a,h,,)

qw

= K, + XX

(<?)
2

XX'
{auWe — aew )

(24)

q

(a b — aj)e )a(bewe — b

w(a we
— acwB )

qWq)
~\

is nonnegative definite, a condition which is clearly satisfied since

(bewe — b w ) vanishes at s = jun

.

Finally, we require that Z have at most a simple pole at infinity and

that KM = [(l/s)Z]M be nonnegative definite. It is clearly necessary

that the limit

lZ»-Znl. = [X
,

(aA ~ aA
\
1

|_ \auwe — aew )j a

(25)

exist. When [Z22

_1
Zi2 ] 0O

does exist with Z22 a reactance function, it fol-

lows from (9) that Zu has at most a simple pole at infinity, since Z is

assumed to possess this property, and consequently that Z has at most

a simple pole at infinity.

Suppose now that Z22 has a pole at infinity. According to Lemma 2

and (22), Kw is nonnegative definite if and only if the following matrix

of constants is nonnegative definite

:

K.
1 yryt b(a b —
s * (bow — b

a ebe ) "I [~1 ,- (aj> — aebe ) "j

ewe)wJ„ \_s (b w — bewe)j a

l

s (b Wo —

1 „t (a bo - aeh) "I [~1 (a we - aeWo)
"!" 1

S (b<,W«> — &,«>«) J«o L S (^» — beWe ) _]„

(26)

Some manipulation shows that (26) can be rewritten as simply

a(we
—

K„ -
e
s(a we —

(27)
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If Z22 does not have a pole at infinity, K^ is nonnegative definite if

and only if Zx2 does not have a pole at infinity and [(l/s)ZnL is non-

negative definite. The first of these requirements is contained in the

condition that (25) exist, while the second follows from the assumed

positive-real property of Z, for in this case [(l/s)Z]M = [(l/s)Zn] 00 .

This proves Theorem 2.

3.2 Remarks Concerning Theorem 2

Consider first the conditions under which the degenerate situation

(b w —b ewe ) = can arise. Assume that both b and be do not vanish

identically in s. Note that a strict Hurwitz w cannot satisfy the equation,

for b is assumed to be strictly Hurwitz and hence if w is also strictly

Hurwitz bow vanishes at the origin while bewe does not. The alternative

possibility is that w = su where u is a strict Hurwitz polynomial. In

this event we have (ueb —u be ) = and therefore* u = b. This leads

to the following expression for Ze :

Zt, = — (aebe — a b )XK
[s(be + b )][-s(be

- b )]

Since each element in the matrix Z c must approach zero at least

as fast as ze , which is obvious from (11), the degree of each polynomial

in the w-vector of odd polynomials X is at most unity. Thus X contains

no non-jco-axis factors that can be cancelled and consequently (b w —
bewe ) = implies that t\ is a constant, say unity, and w = s(be + b )

or, equivalently, (b v —b eve ) = 0. However given (bov —beve ) = 0, it is

not clear that a nonconstant choice of if could not render d~ n22 real-

izable as a reactance function. To resolve this question assume that w =
rfs(be -\-b ) and consider z + (t~

l

nn which must be a positive-real func-

tion if d~
l

n,22 is realizable. Some algebra yields

2

z + r1^ = ze -H- . (28)

It is clear that (28) is not a positive real function for any choice of ij

when be , b ?£ because of the right-half plane poles of ze . Thus,

Lemma 3: When b e ,b ^ 0, condition (i) can be replaced with the statement:

(wea —woa e)(w bo —webe
)~ is a reactance function and (b v —beve ) j£ 0.

The discussion relating to the realization of Z when z = (s + 1)

shows that the assumption be , b ^ is necessary.

* We are ignoring a trivial constant multiplicative factor.
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We wish to show now that condition (Hi) is invariably satisfied when

z is regular at infinity. This occurs because the limit

rZe
a(we - wo) ~\

(29)
L s(a wf

— aew )jK

vanishes when z is regular at infinity. To prove this it is sufficient to

consider the limit obtained by evaluating (29) with Z c replaced with

z e Using w = hn-i-i + ad to compute w c and w ,
we find

— arWo)J s \jizi \be — o/ J

a(wr
—

s(aaw

from which our assertion is obvious.* Thus,

Lemma 4: Condition (Hi) is satisfied when z(s) is regular at infinity.

In the following sections we shall use Theorem 2 and Lemmas 3 and

4 to obtain explicit readability conditions for z(s) or z~\s) = (s + 1

)

(as
2
4- as + 1 ). We assume throughout that Z(s) is known to be a rational

symmetric n X n positive-real matrix, and that Ze in standard form is

given by\

Z, = -UU' .*
, . (30)

v(s)v(-s)

To further avoid repetition, the term "realizable with an impedance z(s)"

is to be understood to refer to the realizability of the multipart matrix as a

structure shown in Fig. 3 with the provision that Z(s) exists. It is convenient

to treat separately the cases in which a = 0, and a > 0.

IV. EXPLICIT REALIZABILITY CONDITIONS WHEN Z = (s + l)
-1 AND Z =

r.s+ 1)

When z(s) = (s + l)"
1

, conditions (i) and (ii) reduce to

(i) w (we — sw )

_I
must be a reactance function and v e ^ sv (see

Lemma 3).

(ii) [X(l/w )U must exist.

According to Lemma 4 condition (Hi) is satisfied.

* This result can he estahljshed in a more direct fashion by ohserving that the

nonnegative definiteness of KB is implied by Lemma 2 and expression (9) when
z(s) is regular at infinity in view of the positive-real property of Z(s). Neverthe-

less, it is instructive to consider this matter from the viewpoint presented above.

t Here (aj> c - o b ) = 1-
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Condition (i) requires that [(l/s)(w e/w )] xi ^ 1. Observe that w
must be of even degree and that [(l/s)(w e/w )] 00

is simply the reciprocal

of the negative of the sum of the zeros of the polynomial w(s). It follows

at once that (*) is satisfied for some ij(s) if and only if [(\/s)(v c/v )] aa

^ 1. Requirement (ii) is satisfied without additional restrictions on

Z(s), for (i) implies that

I
w(s) w(—s)

I

XX' = (31)

since X is an n-vector of odd polynomials and Z e is lx>unded at infinity.

This proves

Theorem 3:*

The matrix Z is realizable with an impedance (s -f- 1 )

_l
if and only if

Vvr l
ve ^ sv„ and ^ 1

.

4.1 Z(S) = (s + 1)

In this more interesting casef the three conditions become

(i) (wu —swe) (wr)
_l

must be a reactance function and w r ^ 0.

(ii) [X (w„ —sw e
)~

]«, must exist.

(Hi) \
- Z — Z c -.

—-—— must be nonnegative definite
\_S J„ L 8(sWe_ - Wo) Joo

when (w —swe ) (w e ) has a pole at infinity.

From (•), k' = [w„/8We]«, ^ 1. Since

1

Z, = - XX'
w(s) w( — s)

'

and (*) requires that w(s) be of odd degree, (ii) is satisfied for />•' > 1.

However if k' = 1, (ii) is satisfied if and only if [Z r ]w = 0. In terms of

A;', condition (Hi) is equivalent to the statement

must be nonnegative definite when k' > 1.

* This result was stated without proof in Ref . 10.

t This case together with the situation in which Z does not exist is treated in

detail from a somewhat different viewpoint in Ref. 10. It is included here pri-

marily to illustrate the application of Theorem 2.
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Consider now the influence of the strict Hurwitz polynomial ij(s).

Note first that Z„ may be a matrix of constants; that is, v(s) may be

equal to ys where 7 is a positive constant. Let be the reciprocal of the

negative of the sum of the zeros of tj(s). In this case k' = /3 and can

be chosen arbitrarily large to minimize k'(k' — 1 )~\ Therefore when Z,

is a matrix of constants, (i), (ii), and (Hi) reduce to the requirement

that

C-'l-
(1 + e)[Z,]

be nonnegative definite for some* e > 0.

When Ze is not a matrix of constants, the most favorable choice of

q(s) is simply a constant, for then k' is maximized and fc'(fc' — 1)~ is

minimized. Thus,

Theorem 4: The matrix Z is realizable with an impedance 2 = (s + 1) if

and only if

1. When Ze is a matrix of constants, [(l/s)ZL - (1 + e)[Z,] is non-

negative, definite for some e > 0.

2. // Z e is not a matrix of constants, k = [v /sv^ ^ 1 ; if k = 1 ,
[Ze]oo

=

0;ifk > 1, [(l/s)Z] 00
— [k/(k — l)][Zfl]w is nonnegative definite.

V. EXPLICIT REALIZAHILITY CONDITION'S WHEN z(s) OR Z~ x
(s) = (aS~ +

as + 1) (s + l)-',a >

In these cases, as will become clear, the polynomial 77 (s) plays a

central role in determining the readability conditions. We shall con-

sider first the case: z(s) = (as'
2 + as + l)(s + 1 )~\ Here condition (i)

requires that

, . N aswe — w (as +1) .
w

(t) = — as +
SW — W e We — SW

must be a reactance function and, using Lemma 3, sv j£ ve .

It is clearly necessary that [w e/swn]x = 1. Thus we may assume that v

and w are of even degree. Let

2m

v(s) = £ vks
k

(33)

* If the lossless network is not required to possess an open-circuit impedance
matrix, e can be taken to be zero. 10
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2p

;(«) = v
2
(s)v(s) = £ wfcs (34)

where p = m + (degree of 77). Then, since the reactance function must
have a nonnegative "residue" at infinity,

w?p_i(w2p-2 — w2p-3
)~l ^ a

or since w?2P-i = W2P ,

1 - a(tt>'2p_2 - U>'a>_a) ^

where ufo/ — Wk(wzp)~ .

Condition (ii) reads:

(35)

( iili) W as — (as~ + 1

aswe — (as2 + l)w„_

must exist.

as(wf — siv

1 1
Wo) — W Jo

Assume first that (35) holds with strict inequality in which case (ii)

becomes

l
x ~r ^Vn r-i (36)

|_ a(w2p-2 — w-2P- 3 ) s-p
1 — wip s^-^^

must exist. But [X(l/s
2p

)]oo = 0, since w is of even degree, and therefore

the limit (36) does indeed exist. Suppose now that (35) holds with the

equal sign. Then (ii) requires that

K-<
-1

(37)
t(Wop_4 - Wip-i) S2p

-3 - W-ip-i S2p
-3
JM

exist.* Hence the degree of X must be (2p — 3) at most. Since the degree

of w is 2p, (37) will exist if and only if

[s
2

ZeL =

Consider now condition (Hi) which requires that

Iz
S

+ [s%l

(38)

(39)
1 — a(w'2p-2 — Wf

2p-s)

be nonnegative definite when (35) is satisfied with strict inequality.

From the form of conditions (35) and (39), it is clear that the most

favorable realizability conditions for a given Z(s) are obtained when

* It can easily be shown that the reactance function property of the expression
in (i) implies that the denominator in (37) does not vanish identically in s when
(35) is satisfied with equality.
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ti(«) is chosen to satisfy [wr/(sw )]x = 1 and to simultaneously mini-

raize* 0'2p-2 — w'ip-a).

This obviously requires that [»,/(«'o)L ^ 1. We wish to establish

Lemma 5: The minimum value of (w/2p-2 — w'ip-i) is

(pi
= 1 -

Vim-3

Vim
+

l'2m-l V2m-2

. Vim JL Vim J

i

12
1 - '2m—

1

Vim

and is attained when rj(s) = X 8+ |( 1

constant and

6 = 1,

5 = 0,

t'gm-l

fftn

»2m

''2m-l

t>2m

< 1

= 1.

whereX is a positive

5. l Proof o/ Lemma 5

Denote by s x ,s2 , • • • , 32p the zeros of «>(s). Using a result 14 due to

Newton, we find that

£V . - (u>Vi)
3 + 3(«Vi)(wV.) " 3(«V-i) (40)

Recalling that here u/ 2j)_i = 1,

W 2p-2 — w 2p-8
fc=l

= 4 + I E *' + ! E
(41)

s*

where E and E denote respectively sums taken only over those in-

V 7)

dices corresponding lo zeros of the polynomials v and 77. Hence our

problem reduces to determining the strict Hurwitz i?(s) such that E s*
3

i

is minimized subject to

2> = i ["'>=!- il s 0.
i) _ « 2m J

Of course when E s* = 0, 77 is simply a constant. Assume then that

* Note that l.s
2Z c ) is nonpositive definite.
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^2 Sk < 0. First observe that the real-part of (— g 4- jh)
3

(g, h real

constants; g positive), exceeds — g
3

for all h ?* 0. Hence the optimum
7] has only real zeros. Next note that ^2 8* ^ [ ^ sk]

3
when each

Sk is a negative constant. Thus the optimum -q is a single linear factor

{• +
> - ^)]

in which X is a positive-real constant and the corresponding minimum
value of (w'ip-a — w'2p-3) is ipi , where

3 3T 12 \ y2m /3 3 V 12 \ (••.,„ /

Expression (42) can be written in the more convenient form given in

Lemma 5 by using (40).

The results of this section can be summarized as follows.

Theorem 5: The matrix Z(s) is realizable with an impedance z(s) = (as
2 +

as + 1) (s + I)
-1

, where a > 0, if and only if

1 [0l\ = v*m > 1, ve fi sv

2. 1 - a<p x ^

3. If t - cupi - 0, l-s

2

Z,U =

4. If 1 - o*»i > 0, [(l/s)ZL 4- [«%]„ [a/ (1 - cm)]

must he nonnegalive definite, where

1 _ A'2»i-l \ _ ^2m-3 _|_ %n-l ?'2m-2 J_ 1 _ ^g~j

\ t>2m / J V2m L f2m JL Ptai J 12 L »2m J

and f/?.e i>* are defined by v(s) = 2*-o »*«*•

Further, if Z satisfies these conditions, Z(s) gwen tyy (22) is realizable

with 77 = 1 w/*en (^mH^m-i)
-
— 1 ana

1

with
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5.2 Realizability with z(s) = (s + 1) (as2 + as + 1)
l

Here condition (i) requires that

swe
— w

aSWo — (as- + 1) W
— as + 10,

w — S10,._

must be a reactance function and asv — (as
1 + 1 )ve ^ 0. Thus,

r_^il = I and 1 - a (u>'2p_i - W 2p-s) ^ (43)

where u> = ^t-V wks
k
andW = I0*(iffep+i)

-1
.

Condition (m) requires that

L M> - SlflJ. L (W-2P-i - Wlp-l) ^P-'J^

exist, which is valid if and only if [ft'ZJ,, exists. According to Lemma 4,

condition (m) is satisfied.

A moments reflection, in view of the two expressions in (43), will

show that the determination of the polynomial rj(s) which leads to the

weakest realizability conditions on Z(s) is essentially the same problem

considered in the last section. The final result reads

Theorem 6:

The matrix Z is realizable with an impedance z(s) = (s + l)(a.s" +
as + 1

)"', where a > 0, if and only if

1
[OnA = V

J?«1 ^ 1, aSv - (as" + l)ve ^

2. [s
4
Z.L r.r/.s/.s

3. 1 - a<p« ^

wAere

** =
5 L

l " wJ J " 'w + b^Juw. " i2 } " j^J
ana w(s) = / .t-n *'ts •

Further, if Z satisjU-s these conditions, the corresponding Z is realizable

with rj(s) - 1 when (v->m+i)(v->m)~
l - 1 and with

L <'2m+lJ

w/ig/l («8«+l) («2m)~ > 1.
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VI. CONCLUDING OBSERVATION

It is of interest to note that the conditions presented in Theorem 5

[z = (as
2 + as + l)(s + l)

_l
] reduce to those of Theorem

3 [z = (s -+- 1)
_1

] as a approaches zero. However, a similar situation

does not occur with respect to Theorems 4 and 6, for here the behavior of

the matrix of even-parts at infinity is critically dependent upon whether

a = or a > 0.
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